With the number of small, inexpensive Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) increasing, it is feasible to build multi-UAV sensing networks. In particular, by using UAVs in conjunction with unattended ground sensors, a degree of persistent sensing can be achieved. With proper UAV cooperation algorithms, sensing is maintained even though exceptional events, e.g., the loss of a UAV, have occurred. In this paper a cooperation architecture is described that allows multiple UAVs to perform coordinated, persistent sensing with unattended ground sensors over a wide area. This architecture automatically adapts the UAV paths so that on the average, the amount of time that any sensor has to wait for a UAV revisit is minimized. We also describe the Simulation, Tactical Operations and Mission Planning (STOMP) software. STOMP is designed to help simulate and operate distributed sensor networks where multiple UAVs are used to collect data.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of low cost, high endurance Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs), it is now practical to perform autonomous sensing and data collection over broad areas. These vehicles offer the ability to sense the environment directly through on-board sensors, or vicariously through sensors placed within the region. Indeed, by coupling a network of UAVs with unattended ground sensors, a degree of persistent sensing, i.e., continual data collection, can be achieved. In such networks, UAVs act as intelligent agents using the ground sensors to collect data in critical areas such as choke points and areas of ingress. As the UAVs fly overhead, data is uplinked from the ground sensors, analyzed and fused with data from other UAVs, and acted upon. Particular actions that a UAV might take depend on the sensing task. For example, the ground sensors might serve as tripwires to alert overhead UAVs to the presence of an intruder. In turn the UAV might activate an onboard imaging sensor, commence transmitting imagery to an operator, and search the vicinity of the ground sensor to obtain imagery of the intruder.
A critical aspect of the sensing scenario described above is the continual presence of a UAV to interact with ground sensors. Although a single UAV is useful for deploying new sensors and providing communication services to isolated sensors, its failure can be catastrophic to the sensing network. Alternatively, there are important advantages of using several autonomous UAVs, acting in concert, to collect sensor data. Multiple vehicles allow sensing to be performed in parallel, thereby reducing the amount of time required to gather data. Moreover, if a vehicle becomes disabled the remaining vehicles can continue sensing, albeit at a reduced collection rate.
There are two fundamental problems associated with using a fleet of UAVs to autonomously collect sensor data. The first problem is that of constructing efficient routes that allow the UAVs to collect data without duplicating effort or interfering with one another. This particular type of routing problem is fundamentally one of combinatorial optimization. A heuristic solution to this problem was reported in [1] , with important advancements described in [2] . The second problem is that of devising control schemes for individual UAVs that collectively allow a fleet of UAVs to adapt to exceptional events in a globally optimal manner. Such events include the loss or addition of UAVs to the network, or changes in sensing requirements such as increasing the priority of particular sensors.
In this paper we review a path planning algorithm designed for use with multiple UAVs, and describe some recent improvements to the algorithm. Next, we describe an automation architecture that allows the UAVs to cooperatively collect data from unattended ground sensors. This cooperation architecture is designed to react to several different types of events by manipulating UAV routes to maintain an optimal data collection configuration. Finally, we describe a software environment designed to facilitate the development of sensor networks employing multiple UAVs. This software environment, called STOMP (Simulation, Tactical Operations and Mission Planning), implements the path planning and cooperation architecture described in this paper, and furthermore provides hardware-in-the-loop simulation capabilities.
UAV ROUTE PLANNING
An issue of fundamental importance in using UAVs to collect sensor data is route planning. The route planning algorithm proposed in [1] is well suited for multiple UAV data collections. Essentially, the unattended ground sensors are considered as sets of waypoints that the UAVs must travel to and dwell over to collect data. Given a set of N ground sensors (or groups of ground sensors) and K UAVs, we desire a route planning algorithm that generates K non-overlapping, non-branching, closed paths to every sensor in the network. The route network can be modelled as a family of graphs {(S k , P k )}, k = 1, . . . , K where S k = {s i } k , i = 1, . . . , N k is the set of sensors formed into the k th subnet, and P k = {l ij } is the set of weighted, directed links that indicate a path between sensor s i and sensor s j . Weight c ij associated with link l ij is the cost to the UAV of travelling between sensors s i and s j and collecting data at sensor s j . The cost of path P k , denoted as C k , is the sum of the weights of the links in P k .
This particular route planning algorithm can be formulated as a variant of an M -ary Traveling Salesman problem [3] . Given the N sensors and K UAVs, we seek as assignment array x k ij , x ∈ {0, 1} that will minimize cost function Z where
subject to the following constraints:
and
for the path planning algorithm is the cost function
where the individual terms C k in the summation are the costs that each UAV route contributes to the total cost of the network. Exponent a provides a means to balance the desires for minimum total path cost and roughly equivalent individual path costs. Values in the range of 3 ≤ a ≤ 6 have been found to work well in practice. A heuristic solution is generated in three steps: 1) an initialization step which groups ground sensors into clusters, 2) an initial path plan for the clusters, and 3) a balancing operation that tries to minimize the global cost of the routing plan. An overview of the path planning algorithm is described next.
The first step of the path planning algorithm constructs K subnets of sensors, S k , from the N sensors in the network. The subnet construction procedure is based on a modified K-means algorithm. Modification of the standard K-means algorithm occurs in the initialization step. Typically, a K-means algorithm initializes by randomly selecting K samples from a set (sensor positions in our case), and uses these samples as the initial centroids of K clusters [4] . This type of initialization was found to produce poor subnets. Rather, the initial cluster centroids are found by randomly selecting K out of N samples, finding the pair of samples with the minimum distance between them, and replacing one of the samples with a new sample. This process continues until K maximally separated samples are found. After these initial sensors have been determined, the K-means algorithm proceeds in the customary manner.
After the initial subnets have been formed, paths are constructed which connect all of the sensors in the subnet. Path P k through the k th subnet is constructed by first finding a circumferential path around S k , and then including sensors interior to the circumferential path. The circumferential path around S k is found from the convex hull of S k . Sensors in the interior of the subnet are added to path P k in positions that minimize their contribution to the global cost (5). The differential cost of adding sensor s q to the path between sensors s i and s j is found by breaking link l ij into links l iq and l qj , and is given by ∆c iqj = c iq + c qj − c ij (6) Interior sensors are inserted into path P k at the position that minimizes (6) . The process of adding interior sensors to the path continues in this manner until all sensors in the subnet have been assigned a position in the path.
After the initial paths to all sensors in the network have been computed, the UAV route structure of the overall network is balanced (optimized) by shifting sensors between subnets. Consider paths p and p in two neighboring subnets. The differential cost of delinking sensor s j from sensors s i and s k in path p and inserting it into the link between sensors s m and s n in path p is given by (cf. (5))
where
If a particular combination of j, {i, k}, {m, n}, and {p, p } yields a ∆C < 0, then the global path cost will decrease if the move is performed. By testing all sensors in all links of all paths in the network, and moving only those sensors that decrease the global path cost, an optimal path (and subnet) configuration is obtained.
For a fixed route cost structure, i.e., where c ij is constant, K UAV paths can be computed using the algorithm described above. In order to optimize the route structure for UAV data collection problems, it is necessary to use an appropriate cost metric. In particular, we desire to minimize the overall amount of time required for the UAVs to collect data from the ground sensors. An appropriate cost metric therefore includes both travel time between sensors and the dwell time required by a UAV to service a ground sensor. Thus, element c ij of the cost matrix is given by
where τ ij is the amount of time required for a UAV to traverse from the i th sensor to the j th sensor and ∆t j is the amount of time that the UAV dwells at the j th sensor. Observe that this cost metric is highly applicable to the problem of collecting data with UAVs. For instance, headwinds and other disturbances can greatly increase the time it takes for a UAV to collect data in its subnet. As the amount of time that it takes to collect data increases, the cost of the data collection increases and the UAVs can react by spreading the increased cost over the network.
The quantities τ ij and ∆t j are random quantities and need to be estimated. Prior to a UAV flying between sensors s i and s j and collecting data at sensor s j , we can only guess at values for τ ij and ∆t j . After a UAV has flown this route and collected data the amount of time that has transpired can be measured. To accomodate both situations, two techniques are used to estimate the cost of the link. Denote the distance between s i and s j as d ij and the maximum speed and acceleration of the UAV as V m and A m . If the sensors are spaced such that the UAV has time to accelerate, cruise and decelerate without overshooting the sensor (typical for broad area sensing), then the travel time can be approximated as
After a UAV has traveled the link, the travel times are measured and filtered to yield estimatesτ ij . The dwell time measurements are processed in a similar manner to yield estimates ∆t j . The cost estimates are given by either the preliminary distance-based estimates, or the filtered measurementbased estimates:ĉ
An estimate of the cost of the subnet is given bŷ
An example of the routes produced by this algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1 . That figure shows the route plan produced for fourteen UAV and eighty sensors.
UAV COOPERATION ARCHITECTURES
The UAV route planning algorithm is suitable for static scenarios where the numbers of UAVs and ground sensors do not change, and the costs associated with collecting data remain relatively constant. In many scenarios of interest the number of UAVs and sensors in the network, as well as the cost of collecting data, do change over time. In these situations we desire a UAV cooperation architecture that can autonomously adapt the UAV path structure as conditions warrant. Specific adaptation events of interest are: 1) UAVs are added or removed from the network; 2) Sensors are added or removed from the network; 3) Sensors change their positions or collection priorities within the network. These events can have a fundamental impact to UAV data collection operations. Indeed, many complicated data collection scenarios can be decomposed into these fundamental events.
Several varieties of global, local and hybrid cooperation architectures have been devised to adapt the data collection behaviors of the UAVs [2] . Essential to all these architectures is the cost associated with the sensing task performed by each UAV. In all of these architectures data collection costs are continually estimated by each UAV, and these costs (along with sensor and UAV status) are broadcast to other UAVs in the network. Since all UAVs have similar views of the state of the network, any UAV can direct network adaptation. For example, adaptation is required if a UAV leaves the network. In this case a single UAV can compute new route assignments for all remaining UAVs in the network, transmit the new routes to the UAVs, and instruct them to begin executing the new routes. This approach is the basis for the global architecture where one UAV is selected to lead network adaptations. In this architecture the leader is not unique, and can be replaced by any other UAV should the leader leave the network. On the other hand, for minor network adjustments, such as a ground sensor moving between two subnets, the involved UAVs can perform peer-to-peer transactions such that the moving sensor is transferred from one subnet to the other. This approach is taken in the local architectures, where UAVs cooperatively perform network adaptation by locally optimizing the costs of their subnets.
The suite of routines (described below) that compose the global, local and hybrid cooperation architectures were tested using several thousand Monte Carlo simulations on random networks. The results of these simulations suggest that purely global architectures can optimize small networks (consisting of less than 40 or so sensors) more quickly than purely local architectures. However, global architectures do not scale to larger networks where localized cooperation architectures might have an advantage. In particular, local cooperation architectures are useful in large networks where local sensing costs can change rapidly. See [2] for additional details on the simulations and results.
A hybrid UAV cooperation architecture that reacts to the fundamental network events is described next [5] . It combines features from both the global and local architectures. In the hybrid architecture a leader UAV directs major network reorganizations, such as a UAV entering the network, while minor reorganizations, such as a moving sensor, are handled with peer-to-peer transactions. This cooperation architecture is implemented as a set of algorithmic modules and databases designed to reside and execute on a control computer onboard each UAV in the network. It interfaces with the UAV flight controls and instrumentation, the UAV communications system, and any onboard sensors as illustrated in Figure 2 .
This architecture is similar to three-component architectures described in [6] . The first component, called the Sequencer, is a looping structure that the UAV control computer continually executes. The Sequencer, through the Controller, takes inputs from various UAV subsystems including flight controls and communications. Depending on the state of these inputs, the Sequencer branches to different routines designed to react to changing states. The second component of the architecture is the Numerics Engine. The Sequencer invokes the Numerics Engine to perform path planning and related calculations. The final component of the architecture is the Controller, which interfaces to the UAV flight controls, communications and any onboard sensors. In the sequel, we focus on the Sequencer modules and supporting databases.
The Sequencer consists several algorithmic modules and two databases. The algorithmic components of the Sequencer include: 1) Ground Sensor Service Routine, 2) UAV Sensor Service Routine, 3) Message Handler Routine, 4) Cost Estimator, 5) Network Leadership Routine, 6) Network Adaptation Routine, 7) Local Route Optimizer, and 8) Path Sequence Routine. The Sensor and UAV databases contain information relating to the operation of the network. The Sensor database contains data related to all sensors in the network. This data includes, inter alia, such information as a sensor identifier, sensor state information, and time of last UAV visit. The UAV database contains information related to the UAVs in the network including unique identifiers for each UAV and the position of each UAV in the leadership succession. The functions of the Sequencer modules are briefly described below.
The Ground Sensor Service Routine executes data collection tasks specific to each ground sensor.
Data collection tasks at each sensor can vary, depending on the nature of the sensor. Such tasks might include uplinking data from a ground sensor, or dwelling over the sensor to observe an event with onboard video cameras after the sensor has detected the event. Similarly, the UAV Sensor Service Routine operates any on-board sensors.
The Message Handler Routine (MHR) processes status messages from other UAVs in the network. Two types of messages are processed by MHR, a waypoint status message (WSM) and UAV status message (USM). As the UAVs collect data at sensors, they broadcast a WSM to all UAVs in the network. This message contains a variety of information related to the state of the sensor. Through this message, each UAV has a complete view of all sensors in the network. Using this information, the Cost Estimator estimates the cost of each link in the network. An updated cost estimate is computed each time a UAV receives a new WSM and in this manner each UAV can track the cost of every subnet in the network. The WSM is also used to broadcast the addition or deletion of sensors from the network, and changes in sensor priority.
Each UAV has knowledge of all other UAVs in the network through UAV status messages. If any UAV intentionally leaves or enters the network, the other UAVs are informed via a USM. If any UAV unintentionally leaves the network, a second mechanism is used. The health of a UAV is determined by its appearance in the network routing tables. If a UAV appears in the table, it is assumed that the UAV can communicate and is capable of carrying out its tasks. The Network Leadership Routine, using UAV status messages and UAV health status, determines whether the leader is functioning. If not, leadership is transferred to the next UAV in the leadership succession list. The Network Adaptation Routine on the leader UAV monitors the various status messages, and executes a global network reorganization if warranted.
The Local Route Optimizer (LRO) and Path Sequence Routine (PSR) perform local optimizations. The LRO monitors costs in neighboring subnets, and initiates a local reorganization if subnet costs are not in balance. Local reorganizations are performed by a UAV in a high cost subnet by transferring a sensor to a neighboring UAV in a low cost subnet. After the transfer, both UAVs recompute their routes and execute the Path Sequence Routine. The PSR determines the starting sensor of a UAV's traverse of its subnet. The starting point of the traverse is the sensor that minimizing the maximum amount of time that any sensor in the subnet must wait for the UAV.
SIMULATION, TACTICAL OPERATIONS AND MISSION PLANNING
In order to gain a deeper understanding of using cooperating UAVs with unattended ground sensors, the Simulation, Tactical Operations and Mission Planning (STOMP) software was developed [7] . STOMP implements the route planning algorithm and cooperation architecture described in the previous sections. It contains detailed UAV and sensors objects, and performs simulations using Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) as a backdrop. Fundamental to the design of STOMP is its ability to incorporate real UAVs and sensors into its simulations. In particular, support for the Micropilot MP2000 autopilot has been implemented into STOMP [8] . Additionally, wireless Ethernet is used to receive data from fielded sensors.
A functional block diagram of the STOMP architecture is shown in Figure 3 . As illustrated in the figure, STOMP consists of the following blocks: 1) Sensor and UAV objects (where sensor objects are depicted as circles, and UAV objects are depicted as hexagons); 2) a Communication Controller; 3) an Event Controller; and 4) a Display Controller. These objects are briefly described below. See [7] for a comprehensive description.
UAV and sensor objects contain state information and algorithms necessary for the operation of both real UAVs and sensors, and simulated UAVs and sensors. The primary components of UAV objects are a flight controller, communication controller and the automation algorithms. STOMP UAV objects interact with two other objects: the MP2000 in the case of real UAVs, and the STOMP event controller in the case of simulated UAVs. For real UAVs the associated STOMP UAV object transmits waypoint coordinates to the MP2000 and asynchronously receives state updates from the controller. Virtual UAV objects behave in a similar manner, but interact with the STOMP event controller. Sensor objects contain data structures to hold sensor data, and a communications controller. In the case of real sensors, data is transported through the STOMP communications controller to a wireless Ethernet port. For virtual sensors, data is routed to the STOMP event controller.
The event controller initializes and executes simulations. It employs a graphical interface that allows users to script data collection scenarios. It also records the state history of every object in the simulation, including line-of-sight data for UAV-to-sensor communication links. This latter data is used to analyze network communications.
The communications controller coordinates all communication between the event controller, and the UAVs and sensors, both real and virtual. For real UAVs, the communications controller routes command and control data to the MP2000 autopilot via a wireless serial interface. For real sensors, the communications controller routes data through a wireless Ethernet port. Packet routing is managed using the Mobile Mesh software [9] . The STOMP communications controller operates at a higher level than routing software, and thus remains independent of any specific communication and routing methods.
During the course of development, several experiments were conducted with small UAVs and imaging sensors. It was found that the communication channel between the UAV and imaging sensors was too unreliable for standard file transfer techniques. As a result of these experiments, a new protocol was devised that allows more robust file transfer. This protocol has been incorporated into the STOMP communications controller, and it is useful in many UAV-to-ground sensor communications applications.
STOMP has two display modes, one for designing simulations and one for executing simulations. In the design view objects are placed on a Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) backdrop and their initial state is set. In the simulator execution view, the paths of the UAVs, the positions of the UAVs, and the positions of the sensors on the DTED backdrop are visible. The state of any object in the simulation can be accessed from this view. As a UAV acquires new data from a sensor, the sensor's icon changes color to denote the new data. The new data can be displayed by clicking on the icon. Although any kind of data can be displayed, STOMP currently has provisions for displaying imagery. An illustration of a STOMP image display is shown in Figure 3 . In this example, the UAV has flown over a sensor collecting imagery from a bridge. As the UAV uploads the image, it transmits the image to STOMP where the icon for the sensor changes color. The operator clicks on the sensor indicator and the image is displayed.
SUMMARY
As inexpensive, high endurance UAVs become available, the use of these vehicles with unattended ground sensors will become increasingly common. Through the interaction of cooperating UAVs and ground sensors, continual sensing of an area can be achieved. In this paper, we reviewed a path planning algorithm suitable for use with cooperating UAVs and unattended ground sensors, and described recent developments to the algorithm. A cooperation architecture for the coordinated operation of a fleet of UAVs collecting data from ground sensors was presented. The architecture is designed to adapt to several fundamental events including: 1) UAVs are added or removed from the network; 2) Sensors are added or removed from the network; and, 3) Sensors change their positions or collection priorities within the network. Appropriate adaptation to these events allows the UAVs to continue collecting data from ground sensors in an optimal fashion. Finally, a simulation and operations environment, called STOMP, was described. STOMP is a software environment used to research the synergy of using both UAVs and ground sensors for sensing over broad areas.
